
 

Present moment date  6-01-28 

                                                                                                       Your name, & SNYDER STRATEGY Realty, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                            This information can be found on the tax record 
 

Ex. Begins on or before (nine days after 
present moment date> 6-10-28 Six months from the date contract 

begins 

Negotiable 

Be very specific 

Ex.:  washer, dryer, stove, dishwasher, microwave, curtains, storage shed 
Refrigerator, and anything else the seller wants to leave. 

            90 

       Leave blank 

complete 



 

7%                                                         

complete 

7%                                                         



This can be completed later 

This can be completed later 

This can be completed later 

complete 



 complete  complete 

 complete 

Complete this whenever you need to clarify any issues.  Be very specific and clear,  MUST 
ENSURE nothing is vague.  Do not assume anything at all.  Ask the questions to clarify. 

 complete  complete 

SNYDER STRATEGY Realty, Inc.             RB 14034119 

This can be signed later when uploaded to server 

 complete 

 complete 

 complete 

complete 

This MUST be disclosed 



MANDATORY: must enter date 

MANDATORY: must enter date 

Minimum commission of $5,000 will be paid, if SNYDER STRATEGY agent is not 
used for any transaction during these contract dates.  No exceptions  

SNYDER STRATEGY agent will represent in all transactions conducted by Buyer (s) 
during these contract dates.  No exceptions. 

Complete 
Complete 



It should be noted,  time, research and monies are invested with this representation by a SNYDER 
STRATEGY agent.  It is agreed upon, no exceptions, the buyer (s) agree to have stated agent to be 
paid through the transaction and SNYDER STRATEGY agent will be the sole representative for the 
buyer (s) in any transaction conducted within these dates of the contracts. 



Complete 

Complete 

Complete 

Complete 

Complete 

Complete 

Complete 



 This is the buyer’s agent 

Snyder Strategy Realty, Inc.                      RB 14034119              your name                                         mibor # 

 Present moment date 

Obtain from tax record 

 Be very specific.   Enter every item on this page.  DO NOT just refer to mls.   Must be very specific what your buyer 
wants as part of the sale.  Typical items: refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, microwave, washer & dryer 
Remember, basketball stand, storage sheds, extra refrigerator in the garage or any other items buyer may want 

Be very specific, to ensure there are no assumptions, or miscommunications 

complete 

complete 

complete 

IMPORTANT:  Very important for your Seller 
Complete an Estimated Net Proceeds for your 
Sellers.  3 should be completed with different 
prices to show their cost/net profits.   



complete 

Check mark which one is applicable 

95 
Rate quoted       0 

30 

Ex.: Seller to pay up to $3,500 in closing costs, prepaids, and any settlement costs noted.  

3 

30 

Usually within 30 –45 days PA 

5 Final Loan Approval 

 Or check 
mark seller 

Seller needs to pay attention to this,  

Seller’s Counter offer:  should take 10 days after closing to vacate property>>see ex counter offer 

150 
150 



Review survey below to determine what is best for your buyer 

     10 

This must always be check marked for your buyers.  They can change their decision later,   

     10 

complete 



Important;  your buyer needs to sign these.  These documents must be signed/initialed. 

     10 

complete 

Important for your buyers:  ask for home warranty, this can help w/costs 

Cost by sq footage 

Important: choose the home warranty when possible,  you know our preferred vendor is legitimate 

Seller pays for owner’s title,       Buyer pays for Lender title 



Important: This is always prorated to day of closing, the seller is never caught up, taxes are 1 1/2 years in arrears. 

     10 

complete 

     10 

     10 

Important: Call sellers or lender or title company to get website link and phone #’s 



complete 

This MUST be disclosed 

—————————————— 

Your Buyers: This is used for specific clarification and any issues your buyer wants to address.  Do NOT have any as-
sumptions in the purchase agreement 
 
Your Sellers must review this part very carefully to ensure what is being asked and if it conflicts with anything else in 
the purchase agreement.   If there is an extra cost added; this must be added on the Estimated Net Proceeds.  
 
Earnest Money Clause:  It is the policy to include the following statements to protect your buyer’s EM. 
1. Earnest Money (100%) will be returned to buyer within 3 days if an inspection response cannot be agreed upon at 

any time. 
2. Earnest Money (100%) will be returned to buyer within 3 days, if lender financing cannot be obtained. 



complete 

  8:00 pm 

Check accordingly,  ensure the Office Policy in Regard to Agency must be signed also 

complete 

Give the sellers 48 hours to respond  &   during counter offers 24 hours to respond 

Very Important: The sellers must sign and complete and this must be part of 
counter offer 1.  Two signatures on every document of PA and counter offers are 
necessary to have a legal binding contract.  All information must be completed. 

complete 

complete complete 

complete complete 

complete complete 



Key points when Countering: 
 

You specifically write a counter for all the items your buyer or seller disagree with.  If you agree with 
the item in the purchase agreement or counters, you simply do not restate anything about that item. 
It is understood then; you accepted the items.  ONLY COUNTER WHAT YOU DISAGREE WITH. 
 

Key points for Responding to deadline time: 
State the Following: Time to respond to counter offer one (whichever doc you are referring to) has 
been extended to 8:00 pm on 6-08-28.    
 

Key statements when Seller wants to stay after closing transaction for # of days: 
State the Following:  Seller will vacate property 10 days after transaction has closed.  During this time 
period, Seller will not pay any rent monies to buyer. 

Give 24 hours to have the buyer or seller respond to 
Counter 

REMEMBER:  You must have two signatures on counters and purchase agree-
ment to have a binding contract   No exceptions to this rule. 

 
 
                                                                                                                     One <<these numbers just go in order after each 
                                                                                                                                        Client writes a counter offer 
                    1:00                                                        6-01-28   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

               
 
 
 

     Pluto Disney       6-01-28 

 
                    Pluto Disney 
                                 

This info. has to be completed>>>>>> 



 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  ONE <<keep track of your clients docs  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                           6-01-28 
                                                                 1234 Mickey Mouse lane, Orlando, FL 23410 
 
 
 
 
                               
                           
                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                    

                                                                   Give a minimum of 10 days>>  6-11-28  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Pluto Disney       6-01-28 

 
                    Pluto Disney 

Key points when evaluating Inspection report: Hability vs Cosmetics:    
main issues> plumbing, roof, basement issues, hvac, furnace, a/c unit & electrical, water leakage/flooding  
REMEMBER:  your inspector is a general inspector, not a specific licensed inspector. 
 

Key statements:  copy & paste specific problem from report & inspector’s recommendation and state the 
following:  Seller to hire a licensed plumbing (name of specific contractor) contractor to repair and or re-
place to code standards.    STATE THIS at the end of the responses>> Seller will provide all receipts and 
warranties within 3 days prior to closing. 
 

Seller Note: needs to obtain FREE estimates from licensed contractors when responding to repair requests. 

Key points when Responding:  You specifically write a response for all the items your buyer or seller will re-
pair.  This is not a counter offer.  ONLY THE ITEMS YOUR client will repair is stated. 
 
 



Complete address  

                                       >> Seller must check boxes 

 >> Seller must check box- SEND vial email Lead Base Paint 
booklet , go to company library 
for copy of booklet. 

MANDATORY: Listing Agent must initial                                

Listing Agent must have this completed by 
Seller if house is built prior to 1978                             
                                    

Complete address  



Complete Complete 

Complete Complete 

Complete Complete 

Complete Complete 

VERY IMPORTANT:  Listing Broker 
Must sign as part ot this contract 

VERY IMPORTANT:  Selling Broker 
(Buyers Agent) Must sign as part ot this 
contract 



VERY IMPORTANT:  Listing Agent does NOT 
Complete and does NOT write on this document 

VERY IMPORTANT:  Sellers must be extreme-
ly truthful and if does not know, then the Sellers 
then should check mark “Do not Knw” 
Sellers must understand this is a legal document 
to used as a legal reference in selling a house.  
The sellers must tell the truth. 

complete 

complete 

complete 

complete 

VERY IMPORTANT:  Buyers must sign at time 
of signing purchase agreement.  Buyer is only 
acknowledging receiving this document.  The 
Buyer by law is only acknowledging the infor-
mation and is not in agreement or disagreement 
with the information.   

VERY IMPORTANT:  Sellers must sign AT 
CLOSING TO ensure they left the house and 
property in the same condition or better. 
 
Whether you are Listing Agent or Buyers Agent, 
take both pages to Closing and have the Sellers 
sign document.  This is state law.  

At closing At closing 



VERY IMPORTANT:  Listing Agent does NOT 
Complete and does NOT write on this document 

VERY IMPORTANT:  Sellers must be extreme-
ly truthful and if does not know, then the Sellers 
then should check mark “Do not Knw” 
Sellers must understand this is a legal document 
to used as a legal reference in selling a house.  
The sellers must tell the truth. 

VERY IMPORTANT:  Buyers must sign at time 
of signing purchase agreement.  Buyer is only 
acknowledging receiving this document.  The 
Buyer by law is only acknowledging the infor-
mation and is not in agreement or disagreement 
with the information.   

VERY IMPORTANT:  Sellers must sign AT 
CLOSING TO ensure they left the house and 
property in the same condition or better. 
 
Whether you are Listing Agent or Buyers Agent, 
take both pages to Closing and have the Sellers 
sign document.  This is state law.  

complete complete 

complete complete 

At closing At closing 


